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1. Preface

Marxist Workers� League (Marxilainen Työväenliitto, MTL)
of Finland resigned from the International Workers�
Committee on 8th October 2001. This pamphlet will shed
light on the resignation. The contents are composed of four
articles: The first one is the statement of Marxist Workers�
League (MTL) informing about the resignation, dated on 8th
Nobember 2001. The second one is the announcement, which
MTL sent to the International Workers� Committee (IWC) on
8th October 2001. The third article is the reply from the
Ukrainian section of the IWC to MTL�s announcement of
resignation. The fourth article is MTL�s latest reply to the
Ukrainian section.

At first it is necessary to tell a little about Marxist Workers�
League. MTL�s predecessor, Marxist Opposition (MO) was
formed on the late 1999 as a faction inside Socialist League.
MO criticized the politics of the leadership of Socialist League
and tried to rouse discussion inside Socialist League. The
leadership of Socialist League was not willing to discuss, and
in April 2000 MO resigned from Socialist League and
announced to found an independent organization. In June 2000
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Marxist Workers� League was founded in Oulu, Finland.
Even originally Marxist Opposition was a member of the

International Workers� Committee, actually one of the founder
members of the IWC, and MTL naturally continued as a
member of the IWC. But although the foundation of MTL to
continue Trotsky�s Bolshevik-Leninist heritage in Finland was
even in itself an important step, the activity of MTL continued
as relatively minor. Only on the spring 2001, when new forces
joined the organization, the action really began.

In March 2001 MTL held an informal nationwide conference
in Oulu. Then the organization published a statement, where
it presented a prediction about a new imperialistic war. MTL
tried to rouse discussion about the danger of world war, and
when this discussion aroused a bit, the organization published
a pamphled in May titled "On the Third World War".

Strengthening of the organization and its public profile as a
representative of the Trotskyist movement in Finland aroused
also concern in some of the Stalinists in Finland. Discussion
especially with Communist Workers� Party (Kommunistinen
Työväenpuolue, KTP) was lively and partly sharp as well.
For this discussion MTL published a pamphlet from articles
titled "Stalinism is Stalinism, with or without a veil" and
"Why the Fourth International must be rebuilt".

Analysing of the demonstrations in Quebec, Canada in April
as a historical turning point strengthened the view of the
organization to participate in the demonstrations in
Gothenburg, Sweden during the EU summit in June. In
Gothenburg, which was the most important event in 2001 for
the organization, MTL demanded a common struggle of
workers and young people to stop the EU summit and crush
the anti-workerist EU. Gothenburg turned out to be a historical
turning point as well, and the action of MTL had got off to a
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good start.
In July 2001 the situation changed rapidly. One of the founder

members of MTL and even the IWC refused to act according
to common decisions. Because he didn�t even motivate his
behaviour when asked, he was expelled. Nowadays he is
representing the CWI. Although the resources of MTL were
reduced because of this, this was not actually the reason for
depression of MTL�s action, but disagreements caused by the
activities of another member in Genoa, Italy.

Because of these confusions, which exacerbated the political
disagreements of MTL and the IWC, the action of MTL was
brought to a standstill. The international leadership of the
IWC had already from the spring 2001 � that is, during whole
the time when the action of MTL had been at its best � taken
up a cold attitude towards the political proposals of MTL. In
July the member of MTL, who participated the demonstrations
in Genoa and who had the most purposefully defended the
new political proposals, was put on a suspension and his
member privileges were removed. Thus the small resources
of MTL got even smaller, and the general collapse of
confidence depressed all the political activity.

When in September the imperialistic world drifted into a
militaristic crisis in addition to the economical crisis, the
members of MTL couldn�t any longer settle for to look from
the side, when the world was hounded to a barbarism. It was
decided about the restart of action, and in this the resignation
from the IWC was crucial, because the IWC had got itself
into an organizational and political dead end. After resignation
from the IWC the action of MTL has again been very active,
the organization has grown in size and has learned from its
many experiences.

The articles in this pamphlet deal with the political
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disagreements which led to the resignation, and with the targets
MTL is pursuing, but which would have been impossible to
be pursued as a member of the IWC. Such is for example the
aim to rebuild the Fourth International. The discussion with
the Ukrainians reveals many of the weaknesses in the policy
of the IWC.

The international discussions inside the IWC have been in
English. That�s why this pamphlet has been published in two
different versions: the one completely in English, and the
other with preface and the statement on 8th November 2001
in Finnish but the discussions inside the IWC in English.

1st December 2001
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2. Marxist Workers' League resigned from
the International Workers' Committee

Statement of Marxist Workers' League of Finland on 8th
November 2001

Marxist Workers� League of Finland (MTL) announced on
8th October to the International Workers� Committee (IWC)
that it will resign from the organization, and in the future the
name of MTL must not be used when talking about the Fin-
nish section of the IWC. The reasons which led to MTL�s
decision where after all not the political and methodological
disagreements that had existed for a long time, but the IWC�s
leadership�s refusal to handle them.

The lack of analysis of the objective reality and statements
was annoying MTL in the IWC even during the time before
Gothenburg. The continual postponement of The First
International Conference of the IWC, which was decided to
be arranged, and of documents of the conference, meant in
practice that the solving of disagreement was transferred to a
distant future.

The situation became critical after the events in Genoa,
when the leadership of the IWC decided to put a member of
MTL on a suspension and removed his rights to use the name
of the organization until the confusion about cooperative
arrangements in Genoa were investigated and solved. The
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member of MTL answered to the accusations and stated, that
behind the mess there lies more likely political disagreements
i.e. dealing with the theory of working class separatism and
about rebuilding the Fourth International. This reply sent on
19th August has not been commented in the IWC yet, and
this caused an almost complete paralyzing of MTL�s action
and slowdown of theoretical work. The annual conference of
MTL which was scheduled for September was never held,
and at the time when the social crisis slipped into a critical
stage MTL was practically out of action. On 24th September
the member of MTL announced his resignation from the IWC,
and soon after that on 8th October MTL as a whole did the
same.

In the informal conference of MTL which was held on 26th �
27th September a decision about to continue the work of the
organization from a clean table was made. Decisions were
made about following topics:
• Organization conference will be held in Helsinki in February
2002
• The documents for the conference will be published in a
pamphlet at the beginning of January
• To participate in the work of a united front connecting anti-
globalization activists and the working class
• The homepages of MTL will be renewed and they are updated
regularly
• In the organization conference will be decided not only about
the rules, but also about the international orientation of the
organization
• For the time being MTL will stay outside of all existing
international tendencies, still having as its basis the critics of
global capitalism and the needs of world class struggle.
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The following is an extract from the draft program for the
organization conference:

The working class must base its action on the experiences
of the history as a whole, but one shall not limit to it, but one
must forward on a higher level. Workers� movement shall not
limit itself to the national boundaries of its immediate and
bitter experience, but it must again find the international
revolutionary perspectives and the International of revolution.

The unrealized project of Trotsky, building of the Fourth
International, is the most acute question. Trotskyism is not
just anti-Stalinism, like democrats, "reformers", communists
and even many Trotskyist are claiming. It is  openly developing
theory and practice of the world revolution which began on
1917. The project didn�t realize, because the International
couldn�t spread the October revolution. Why the Fourth
International, why rebuilding it? An international can not born
by wiping history out of its mind, instead it must internalize
all the lessons of grotesque and tragic experiences of the 20th
century, and at the same time strive forward from that basis.
This is why the Fourth International was founded. Because of
certain reasons, the project didn�t realize, although it is as
important a necessity as the world revolution. However, we
don�t talk just about simple restoration, but about rebuilding:
connecting, conquering and developing all the sources of
experience and knowledge, pointing the future of mankind.
This is the basis of rebuilding. And if we gave up the flag of
the Fourth International, we would at the same time give up
the theoretical, political, strategic and programmatic
achievements of the class struggle.

The Second and Third International were exhausted
politically by the social democrates and Stalinists before they
bursted organizationally. The Fourth International ceased to
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exist a unified organization without it having died politically.
The Second International was destroyed by patriotism and
the Third International by the policy of socialism in one count-
ry. The political core of both internationals was rotten before
the shell was broken, whereas the central theoretical and
political core of the Fourth International, the permanent
revolution and the dialectics of world revolution, the
transitional program, the lessons of the Revolution betrayed
etc., is alive more than ever, despite of splintering of the
organization and irresolution of post-Trotsky period. The
challenge to rebuild the Fourth International begins from this
contradiction between alive historico-political core and
wounded political organization. One can not keep the historical
core if one does not develop it. Nostalgic return to the
conditions of year 1938 or mechanical repeating of the actions
then made are not possible. The Fourth International can not
be build inside the social democrates or the Stalinistic
bureaucracy, but as an independent organization and as an
opposite to them.

Now, when all the post-WWII power balances have shaken,
it is possible and unavoidable to take a great leap. The new
international will be the Fourth International, or it can not
have birth at all. The unavoidable task of total-historical
estimation of the Trotskyist movement is still ahead. Dialectical
materialism as a philosophy, logic and theory of knowledge
is the revolutionary core of Marxism�s theory and practice.
Exploring and studying it is of the primary tasks of MTL.

MTL consciously decides to stay outside of the groups
swearing to the name of the Fourth International or aiming to
"rebuild" it. However, MTL is open for discussions and other
action at the practical level with other Trotskyist. Staying
outside of the tendencies does not mean national Trotskyism.
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The collapse of Stalinism, which ruined the most of Trotskyist
organizations, has created a completely new situation, which
does not allow the old post-WWII political and organizational
existence to continue. The unavoidable new reorganization at
the international level will pass by the old groups and will
attract forces with different political backgrounds and
traditions, inside which we must struggle for the legacy of
Trotsky until we win. MTL will not for the thousandth time
declare one more Trotskyist tendency. In the near future there
will happen reorganizings in the composition of political stage.
We are supporting the start of an international campaign
amongst the working class without excludings, in order to
make possible an international conference, where it would be
discussed about the rebuilding of Fourth International.
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3. Formal announcement of resignation
From Marxist Workers' League to the International

Workers' Committee on 8th October 2001

The Marxist Workers� League of Finland (MTL) announces
its resignation as an organization from the International
Workers� Committee (IWC) and sends this announcement to
the whole IWC.

On time scale before the resignation MTL has for its own
part returned all membership privileges to comrade Dimitris
Mizaras, who was put on suspended membership by the
International Secretariat (IS) of the IWC on July 2001. Through
the explanation of comrade Mizaras, and various discussions
later on, we have been fully convinced, that the accusations
which the IS casted on comrade Mizaras where exaggerative.
We are now convinced that all comrade Mizaras could have
done better was to not use any other person�s email account
to send his message from, and that he should have sent a
Finnish message to Finland if he wanted translation to English.
In no way he was acting traitorously.

So, after returning his membership to comrade Mizaras,
let�s get back to our resignation. You may ask some reasonings
for it. Well, let�s begin from comrade Mizaras� case and the
International Control Commission (ICC) which was called
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for to deal with this issue. After the IS put comrade Mizaras
on suspension, it was not much interested in him; a bit for the
beginning, but now the case has remained unsolved and
forgotten for more than two months. It is doubtful that the
ICC or the IWC will ever solve the question. Comrade Mizaras
wrote his own response to the accusations of the IWC, and
comrade Teemu Luojola promised to translate it in English
� this is true, but although comrade Luojola has not translated
the document, he is not the only one around the question who
has not done anything to help the situation internationally.
You may understand his frustration with the organization,
when at first a good comrade is put on suspension, then this
comrade explains what the situation for his part is, and then
the organization forgets the whole question. Comrade Luojola
claims that he was got in a trap. With the question of comrade
Mizaras� membership in the IWC the organization has got
itself in a dead end.

Now it is necessary to ask, if the IWC actually exists as an
international organization to struggle to organize the working
class. Actually almost nothing has happened for about two
months now. The IWC pulled the emergency brake at Genoa
and has not proceeded its work since then. Not in Finland,
but also not in Yugoslavia, Britain or East Timor. For us the
work of Ukrainian and the U.S. sections is a question mark
� has anything happened? Even the email list has dried up.

The failure of the First International Conference of the IWC
didn�t happen by accident. There has never existed necessary
discussion routines in the organization for such an important
task. So far all that has been done is the call for the conference
� but after the call was issued, the date of the conference
changed. Comrade James Paris circulated the renewed basic
principles, which actually were the old ones in a bit different
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order and some changed expressions. Not any really new or
even discussional documents have appeared. Also was
promised in the Spring 2001 that comrade Lisa Weltman will
write the third part of the article about working class
separatism, and some extracts from this article will be released
for discussion before Autumn 2001, when the whole article
was said to appear. Nothing has happened. The world situation
in general has been changing rapidly in the latest months, but
for a way too long while there has not appeared any discussion
or propotions for statements. And now the imperialists have
started a new war. If the organization does not discuss
internally, how can it lead the class struggle and develop
Marxist theory? What is the role of the IWC, if 300 000
people in the streets of Genoa, or an imperialist war which
may lead to WWIII are not causing any effect and public
response in its leadership or membership? What should we
say to the masses now, when they are boiling in their anger
and frustration, ripe for the right-wing populists to pick.

The lack of discussion reflects the internal problems of the
IWC. The organization has no perspectives, it tends to repeat
the same routines in each and every case. When comrade
Jari-Pekka Raitamaa from Finland was not willing to work
for the organization, he was accused of working for another
organization, and he was expelled (to make it sure, in this
case he didn�t even want to defend himself and is now working
for another organization, but we are bringing this up, because
the same elements are repeating all the time). When comrade
Mizaras was in Genoa and we couldn�t follow everything he
was doing there due to lack of proper communication media,
some misunderstandings arose, and he was accused of working
for another organization, entrism and agentism. And finally,
when comrade Vicente Balvanera from Argentina travelled to
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the USA but happened to disagree with the comrades of MWG,
he was accused of traitorous behaving, raiding policy and
"stealing of comrades" for another organization. Hello, hello!
Does somebody REALLY believe in that comrade Balvanera
travels from Argentina to the USA just to steal a couple of
members from a tiny and almost non-existent organization?
Have you ever thought how expensive such a journey is for an
Argentinian? Was it such a holiday trip you described, or
were his intentions to discuss with you, but that he ended in
a situation where he couldn�t agree with you? Is he guilty of
something, or is there again lots of misunderstandings in the
air?

We are now focusing to the point: these three cases, which
happened in less than two months� time, are not any random
cases, but they represent the problems of the IWC: repeating
of the same formulas, blind application of principles and
Marxism�s classics. A revolutionary organization does not
operate like this. How is it possible, that everybody turns out
to be a traitor? Would it be possible, that the stamp of traitor
is stamped far too quickly. It really seems like that the IWC
has no perspectives, and thus it cannot survive or lead the
class struggle.

Comrade Mizaras resigned from the IWC at the end of
September. He asked us to clarify a little: he resigned from
the IWC only, and if MTL resigns from the IWC as well, he
is willing to continue to work in MTL, but if MTL didn�t
resign from the IWC, then he would resign from MTL as
well. Anyway, a member resigned from the organization, but
nobody reacted in it on the international level. If such a small
organization like the IWC does not care if one member resigns,
does it even care if one of its sections resigns as an
organization. We�ll see it now. MTL has resigned from the
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IWC. We�d also like to add here what was told to comrade
Mizaras in July: if for some reason principled comrades get
separated into different organizations now, the revolutionary
wave will bring them back together, just as Lenin and Trotsky
were separated for more than ten years, but after the February
revolution were the closest collaborates. If this doesn�t happen
� then we all have to ask ourselves, have we been principled
in our doings.
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4. Statement of Ukrainian Workers'
Committee (UWC) —  Ukrainian section of

the International Workers' Committee (IWC)
Adopted on the meeting of UWC 18 October 2001

Comrades,
8 October 2001 Marxist Workers� League of Finland (MTL)

announces its resignation as an organization from the
International Workers� Committee (IWC). We should
acknowledge that such resignation was not complete surprise
for us. Marxist analysis leads us to the conclusion that such
decision of MTL is natural result of the crisis and disorientation
of Finnish comrades. Unfortunately MTL didn�t succeed to
give the proper reply on the current situation. It�s especially
pity that such announcement was issued just before US
imperialism aggression against Afghanistan. Just at this time
world workers class needs clear analysis of the last
developments from the positions of clear and consistent
workers separatism, which could be proposed only from the
side of IWC.

We would like to analyze some points of MTL announcement:

1. "Now it is necessary to ask, if the IWC actually exists
as an international organization to struggle to
organize the working class. Actually almost nothing
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has happened for about two months now. The IWC
pulled the emergency brake at Genoa and has not
proceeded its work since then. Not in Finland, but
also not in Yugoslavia, Britain or East Timor. For us
the work of Ukrainian and the U.S. sections is a
question mark � has anything happened? Even the
email list has dried up."

We�ll try to make the work of Ukrainian section not so mark.
We�re continuing our job. In August we participated in 8
pickets of Italian embassy in Kiev with our own demands and
materials. We called for freedom of political prisoners � the
participants of Genoa protests. 14 September we distributed
our leaflet on the large rally in Kiev, which was organized by
some organizations, including ourselves. We distributed 70
copies of the leaflet � all, which we succeed to print. 15
October we printed and distributed another 40 copies at the
checkpoints of 2 Kiev enterprises � Arsenal and Rosinka.
Already 22 October we organized open conference for our
contacts � the workers of different Kiev enterprises (about
50 persons), where we explained the nature of 11 September
events from the point of view of real Trotskyist analysis. 29�
30 September 3 members of UWC went to Lutsk (Volyn region,
Western part of Ukraine), where participated in mass rally
and meeting (about 700 persons). Our comrade Evgen spoke
at the meeting at the name of organization. Comrades
distributed another 45 copies of the leaflet. After US
aggression against Afghanistan we participated in 2 anti-war
rallies in Kiev, where distributed new leaflets. Both times
comrades spoke at the meetings. Due to such our activities 2
new comrades joined UWC and IWC, as well we have a lot of
new contacts among the workers, not only in Kiev, but also in
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some another regions. So, we can say that UWC and IWC is
rather alive then dead :)

The email list indeed has dried up on some time, but not in
connection with absence of the work. Comrade should
understand that not all IWC sections work under so
comfortable conditions, as Finnish comrades do. For example,
Ukrainian section has no capacities of permanent access to
Internet, we have no own computer and use each possibility
to receive such access on the workplace of our comrade. But
it�s connected with serious problems and delays with postings
to the IWC list with information about our activity. Comrade
is permanently under the risk of release if bosses will see
even small part of the correspondence. We know that situation
of Yugoslavian comrades is about the similar. We see as a
cynical announcement the critic of East Timor comrades don�t
participate in e-mail discussion and don�t report permanently
about their work. East Timor comrades each minute could be
put in prison or even be murdered as a result of state or
ethnic repressions. We don�t think comrades have the
possibilities even see the computer with Internet access. As
well we think that situation of our comrades in Leeds is as
well hard. But UWC thinks that it�s not the weakness, but, on
the contrary, the advantage of IWC that considerable part of
our sections works in third world countries, under very hard
conditions of open class struggle. Just under this conditions
US section of IWC makes extremely important job for providing
the informational support of international IWC activities.

2. "The failure of the First International Conference of
the IWC didn�t happen by accident. There has never
existed necessary discussion routines in the
organization for such an important task. So far all
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that has been done is the call for the conference �
but after the call was issued, the date of the
conference changed. Comrade James Paris circulated
the renewed basic principles, which actually were
the old ones in a bit different order and some changed
expressions. Not any really new or even discussional
documents have appeared. Also was promised in the
Spring 2001 that comrade Lisa Weltman will write
the third part of the article about working class
separatism, and some extracts from this article will
be released for discussion before Autumn."

One could have the impression that MTL needs only novelty
for novelty as it is. It could seem that MTL proposes to refuse
of "old principles" and adopt at the conference some new
ones. Under our opinion IWC has no "old" or "new" basic
principles, we have program basic principles of revolutionary
Marxism and workers class separatism, which depended on
current situation, could be expressed in one or another form.
It�s the sense of "some changed expressions". The work on
program documents of IWC, which should be adopted on the
First International Conference of the IWC is extremely
important. The drafts proposed by Comrade James Paris
should be discussed as wide as possible by all IWC sections
in the process of pre-conference discussions. We�ve never seen
active participation of MTL comrades in the discussion of
basic principles. So, MTL is as well partly responsible for
the delay of the First International Conference. But we don�t
see it as a failure. UWC is ready to organize the First
International Conference in Ukraine and take the responsibility
for its organization.
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3. "What is the role of the IWC, if 300 000 people in the
streets of Genoa, or an imperialist war which may
lead to WWIII are not causing any effect and public
response in its leadership or membership?"

So, MTL thinks that IWC has no role the world class struggle
and nobody hears the voice of IWC. But our everyday work
with different sectors of Ukrainian proletariat, the job of
another sections, even those, which have no permanent access
to Internet, shows something opposite. Yes, we still is relatively
small organization. But more and more workers every day
know more about heritage of Marx, Lenin and Trotsky and
about workers class separatism. MTL considers that IWC
doesn�t exist as an international organization and the voice
of IWC isn�t heard, but maybe MTL comrades simply don�t
want to hear?

4. "What should we say to the masses now, when they
are boiling in their anger and frustration, ripe for
the right-wing populists to pick."

We are very surprised that MTL comrades bring up such
rhetorical question. Do you really think that, for example,
the call from Communist Manifesto "Workers of all land,
unite!" is not actual anymore? Can�t we propose to the workers
program principles of Marx, Lenin, Trotsky and program of
IWC? It�s really a pity if MTL indeed can�t oppose something
to right-wing populists and capitulate against them giving
the workers to their hands.

5. "Does somebody REALLY believe in that comrade
Balvanera travels from Argentina to the USA just to
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steal a couple of members from a tiny and almost
non-existent organization? Have you ever thought
how expensive such a journey is for an Argentinian?
Was it such a holiday trip you described, or were his
intentions to discuss with you, but that he ended in a
situation where he couldn�t agree with you? Is he
guilty of something, or is there again lots of
misunderstandings in the air?"

We don�t understand why Finnish comrades a priori reject
just a possibility of dishonest behavior from the side of
opponent organizations. Of course, we know that in Finland
MTL is about only organization, which calls themselves
Trotskyist. Just due to these reasons we understand that Finish
comrades have lack of experience of face-to-face discussions
with such kind of opponents. We in Ukraine, like our US
comrades, have such experience. We already informed IWC
comrades about terrible policy of such organizations as CWI
or IBT in CIS. This policy could disorient considerable part
of workers class and, in this way, play on the hands of world
bourgeoisie. Things should be called by their real names �
fake Trotskyists can be the agents of bourgeoisie in the workers
movement, no matter if they wittingly do it or not. We
understand that situation in Finland is not similar to situations
in USA or Ukraine, but the attempts of MTL comrades
mechanistically extrapolate their situation to the situation with
absolutely another conditions and traditions seem to us the
expression of subjective idealist illusions of MTL. And is it
not one of the main reasons to "work for another
organizations"?

6. "We�d also like to add here what was told to comrade
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Mizaras in July: if for some reason principled
comrades get separated into different organizations
now, the revolutionary wave will bring them back
together, just as Lenin and Trotsky were separated
for more than ten years, but after the February
revolution were the closest collaborates. If this
doesn�t happen � then we all have to ask ourselves,
have we been principled in our doings."

We agree completely � we all have to ask ourselves, have we
been principled in our doings. But will we receive clear answer
from the side of MTL comrades? We�ll see now.

7. "After the IS put comrade Mizaras on suspension, it
was not much interested in him; a bit for the
beginning, but now the case has remained unsolved
and forgotten for more than two months. It is doubtful
that the ICC or the IWC will ever solve the question."

We don�t think that it completely corresponds to the reality.
Comrade Sidorenko twice sent e-mails to comrade Teemu
Luojola with the propositions to deal with the case in the
framework of ICC, but didn�t receive any replies. It�s very
difficult to deal with case from Ukraine without any information
about the details. It�s necessary to add that case with comrade
Mizaras is still unclear to us.

8. "�from a tiny and almost non-existent orga-
nization�"

More and more advanced workers by their everyday and
purposeful fight give the answer to MTL comrades. IWC ranks
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are permanently increasing. The aim of each IWC section is
to form the proletarian vanguard, build the linkage of the
proletarian vanguard with the class and to create the conditions
for realization of world proletarian revolution on the base of
the program principles of IWC. We understand that only those,
who do nothing, do no mistakes, and we believe that MTL
comrades will recognize their mistakes and return to the ranks
of IWC � only real revolutionary Marxist proletarian
organization in the world.
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5. Reply to the statement of Ukrainian
Workers' Committee on 18th October 2001

By Marxist Workers' League on 12th November 2001

Marxist Workers� League of Finland (MTL) announced its
resignation from the International Workers� Committee (IWC)
on 8th October 2001. Ukrainian Workers� Committee (UWC),
the Ukrainian section of the IWC, replied to our announcement
on 18th October. This document is our reply to the Ukrainian
comrades. But before we go to their statement, we�d like to
add our claim, that the name of MTL must be removed from
the web pages of the IWC, and the name of MTL must not be
used by the IWC any longer.

UWC writes: "We should acknowledge that such resignation
was not complete surprise for us." This implies, that UWC
was actually waiting for the moment when we will resign.
Despite of this, UWC did nothing to raise the problem inside
the IWC, and thus did not even want to stop us from leaving
� if the statement above is correct at all. If UWC knew about
that we will resign, the fact that they didn�t tell about it inside
the but only after we had resigned, did they act correctly?
UWC continues: "Marxist analysis leads us to the conclusion
that such decision of MTL is natural result of the crisis and
disorientation of Finnish comrades." We may ask, what crisis?
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Again, if UWC saw that we were in a crisis, before we
resigned, why didn�t it bring the question up in the IWC?

According to UWC, "just at this time world workers class
needs clear analysis of the last developments from the positions
of clear and consistent workers separatism, which could be
proposed only from the side of IWC." We agree, that the
working class needs a clear analysis. But we didn�t see, that
the IWC had been preparing such. Has such ever been done
during this Autumn? We�d like to note, that MTL issued its
own statement on the current crisis, the terrorist attacks and
war in Afghanistan on 24th October. Although we are in crisis
� according to UWC � and the IWC is not, why is it possible,
that we published our statement far before they did?

Then UWC quotes our previous words: "Now it is necessary
to ask, if the IWC actually exists as an international
organization..." They describe their job in Ukraine and then
sum up, that "UWC and IWC is rather alive then dead." Well,
according to what they described, UWC seems to be alive.
But, their description does not tell, if the IWC exists as an
INTERNATIONAL organization. Have other sections done
anything for a long time? It is proper to ask more detailed
about the existence of the IWC. 1. What (executive) bodies it
has, and how they are elected? 2. Once the IWC had the
International Executive Committee, but it has not convened
for about a year. Does it exist any longer? 3. One person
(James Paris) is coordinating the opinions of individual
members. Doesn�t this sound more like a hobby club than an
international communist organization?

In our resignation announcement we also mentioned, that
even the email list has dried up. In no way are we implying
that the email list should be the sole function of the
organization. UWC replies us, that the comrades in East Ti-
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mor, Yugoslavia and Ukraine have no permanent access to
the internet. That is quite understandable, and we are not
trying to measure the activity of different sections with the
number of email messages they are sending. But we�d like to
remind, that the October Revolution happened 84 years ago,
some 70 years before the internet was opened to the great
public. And even before that, for several decades� time, the
First as well as the Second International were communicating
internationally, without email messages. If the comrades in
Yugoslavia and East Timor are doing something, why can�t
we hear anything from them? If the comrades in the USA are
in correspondence with them, why the US comrades are not
sharing their information with us? Although computers are
very handy tools for propagandistic work and communication,
the revolution is not dependant on them. The lack of discussion
and correspondence does not mean that there are no computers
� it means that there is no revolutionary work.

Next we criticized the lack of discussion and documents
about the First International Conference of the IWC. UWC
replies us, that we just need "only novelty for novelty as it
is". Does this mean, that they don�t see it necessary to review
anything in the principles of the IWC? The world situation
has dramatically changed in three years after the principles
were published. It is such a long time, that the same principles
can not be as accurate any longer. UWC sees, that because
the IWC has principles of revolutionary Marxism and working
class separatism, these principles don�t need to be checked
against the history. If so, tell us, how the IWC has applied the
working class separatism in A) Gothenburg June 2001, B)
Genoa July 2001, C) Afghanistan Sep�Nov 2001. UWC
continues: "The drafts proposed by Comrade James Paris
should be discussed as wide as possible by all IWC sections
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in the process of pre-conference discussions. We�ve never
seen active participation of MTL comrades in the discussion
of basic principles." To be honest: MTL was not the only
section, which did not participate in the discussion. Actually,
there was no discussion at all. If UWC sees the discussion
such important, why does it not self participate in it? And
how about other documents for the conference? The draft
principles by James Paris was the only document ever prepared
for the conference.

We asked, what is the role of the IWC, if 300 000 people
marching in the streets of Genoa are not causing any effect in
leadership or membership of the IWC. Perhaps UWC
misunderstood us, because they are trying to tell us, what the
role of the IWC is. Our rhetorical question could be expressed
in a different form: Because 300 000 people marching in the
streets of Genoa or an imperialistic war, which may lead to
WWIII are not causing any effect and public response in the
leadership or membership of the IWC, does the organization
actually exist, and does it have any role in the revolutionary
movement? But let�s return to our original question, and look
at the reply UWC gives us: "MTL thinks that IWC has no
role the world class struggle and nobody hears the voice of
IWC." We�d like to ask, what voice? If the IWC is quiet, how
could it be heard. UWC tells again about its everyday work
with Ukrainian proletariat, but it seems that this work is not
actually developing its analysis at all. They also refer to the
work of another sections of the IWC � but how could they
even know about the work of other sections, because no
correspondence between different sections exists! UWC
continues: "MTL considers that IWC doesn�t exist as an
international organization and the voice of IWC isn�t heard,
but maybe MTL comrades simply don�t want to hear?"
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Actually, we are resigning because we do NOT hear, although
we would like to hear.

The chapter following this needs to be quoted completely.
We wrote earlier: "What should we say to the masses now,
when they are boiling in their anger and frustration, ripe for
the right-wing populists to pick." UWC replied to us:

"We are very surprised that MTL comrades bring
up such rhetorical question. Do you really think that,
for example, the call from Communist Manifesto
�Workers of all land, unite!� is not actual anymore?
Can�t we propose to the workers program principles
of Marx, Lenin, Trotsky and program of IWC? It�s
really a pity if MTL indeed can�t oppose something
to right-wing populists and capitulate against them
giving the workers to their hands."

So, UWC is saying, that the Communist Manifesto is enough
to organize the workers. According to them, no more
theoretical work and analysis of the reality is necessary.
Bullshit! When we say to the workers: "Unite!" a worker will
ask us: "Why and how?" The role of an international
organization is to discuss, what to tell to a worker. We must
have an answer. We can�t say to the worker: "Here, the
Communist Manifesto, take it and read it!" No, we must tell
him the lessons of the present time. Otherwise is propable
that he does not understand today�s barbaric conditions. But
the IWC has not fulfilled its task and analysed the dramatically
changed conditions of years 2000 and 2001, and compared
them to the whole history of the capitalistic society.

The next question deals with traitorousness. UWC writes:
"We don�t understand why Finnish comrades a priori reject
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just a possibility of dishonest behavior from the side of
opponent organizations. Of course, we know that in Finland
MTL is about only organization, which calls themselves
Trotskyist. Just due to these reasons we understand that Finish
comrades have lack of experience of face-to-face discussions
with such kind of opponents." We are acquiring experiences
from the international Trotskyist movement, which we are
closely following. Also, there actually exists four Trotskyist
organizations in Finland, three in addition to MTL, all
representing different international tendencies. We have had
public discussions with these organizations. According to
UWC, fake Trotskyist can be agents of bourgeoisie in the
workers movement, no matter if they wittingly do it or not.
We see this differently. One may act stupidly, but it does not
automatically make one a traitor. If somebody claims to be a
revolutionary, but unwittingly acts in an opposite way, we see
that such a comrade can be won to our side via discussions.
You should give some evidence before you call somebody a
traitor, otherwise you are speaking just like Stalin. UWC
continues by hinting that also MTL is "working for another
organization". We�d like to ask, what they are meaning with
this. For which organizations we are working? For the
Argentinians? We have not been in correspondence to
Argentina after we resigned. Does UWC have another
organizations in their mind? Do they see us as traitors, too?!

When we wrote at the end of our announcement, that we all
have to ask ourselves, have we been principled in our doings.
UWC seems to hesitate, if they will receive a clear answer
from the side of MTL comrades. But they seem to forget, that
the advice does not apply only to us, but to them also. When
we take in account the vast amount of subjective idealism
UWC has shown in its statement, it seems that UWC has not
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asked itself about its principality. We were a member section
of the IWC, but after two months� languishing disactivity we
had to ask ourselves, is the IWC going anywhere. That self-
criticism lead to the resignation.

UWC then replies to our comments on the question of
comrade Mizaras� case. We critiziced the IWC that it was not
interested in the case. They tell us, that comrade Sidorenko
twice contacted comrade Luojola, and claim that this was
enough. Well, it is true that comrade Sidorenko contacted
comrade Luojola, but he was the only one who ever asked
about comrade Mizaras. Same thing again: comrade Paris
can not substitute the International Executing Committee,
UWC can not substitute the whole IWC (we did not get any
response from the IWC to our resignation, just from one of
its sections), and comrade Sidorenko can not substitute the
International Control Commission. If the IWC claims to be
an international organization, it can not operate as a bunch of
individual persons. If the organization claims to be strong
enough to set up an international control commission, it should
be strong enough to carry on its work. UWC adds, that the
"case with comrade Mizaras is still unclear" to them. We ask
them, are they going to solve it? Like we said in our
announcement of resignation, we can hand you the reply from
comrade Mizaras, so you can continue the work.

UWC finishes its statement by writing: "We understand that
only those, who do nothing, do no mistakes, and we believe
that MTL comrades will recognize their mistakes and return
to the ranks of IWC � only real revolutionary Marxist
proletarian organization in the world." It seems like the
comrades of UWC didn�t read this sentence before they vote
for it. Now we understand, why UWC and the IWC are not
making any mistakes. This also implies, that we are making
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the most of the IWC sections, because we are claimed to be
making the biggest mistakes. The illusion of being the only
organization, which has found the absolute Truth, is crowning
the whole statement.
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Marxist Workers� League (Marxi-
lainen Työväenliitto, MTL) of Fin-
land resigned from the International
Workers� Committee on 8th Octo-
ber 2001. The articles in this
pamphlet deal with the political
disagreements which led to the
resignation, and with the targets
MTL is pursuing, but which would
have been impossible to be pursued
as a member of the IWC. Such is
for example the aim to rebuild the
Fourth International. The discus-
sion with the Ukrainians reveals
many of the weaknesses in the policy
of the IWC.

This pamphlet has been published
in two different versions: the one
completely in English, and the other
with preface and the statement on
8th November 2001 in Finnish but
the discussions inside the IWC in
English.


